November - December, 1990

The Coming War, Choosing Up Sides
Just as young people choose players to be on their team and the opposing team chooses
its players, the world is now witnessing the preparation for World War III. Whether the
fighting that is certain to come in the very near future in Kuwait and Iraq is the start of the
great war is as yet unknown. However, it will, at least, further polarize the opponents for
the war that will become known in the future as the bloodiest carnage from war in recorded
history.
Most of the more notable wars of the past several hundred years have been but
preludes to the great war that is predicted to start in the near future. Any one of these wars
of the recent past could have escalated into the coming great conflict except that the
participants did not know what the real argument was about. It is like playing a game
without knowing the rules.
But this time, more and more of the people of the world know what the great argument
is about and as a result they will be much more careful and deliberate in choosing sides.
The New Alliance. In the November-December 1988 and the January-February 1990
issues of the Intelligence Newsletter we showed that Russia was ostensively in serious
economic trouble (because the international bankers pulled their financial support away)
and that Russia was moving closer to Germany and the Moslem nations. To fully understand
the ramifications of the new alliance among nations that is now taking place, we should
review portions of those two newsletters, particularly the January-February 1990 issue,
which also reviewed the 1988 issue.
"The November-December, 1988 issue of the Intelligence Newsletter contained an
article titled "The Mideast Dilemma.'' In that article, the one billion Moslems of the world
and their Islamic Jihad (holy war) were discussed. It was pointed out that the Soviet Union
is in very serious economic trouble and they were being forced into making concessions, not
only to the Plutocrats of the West who have funded them since 1917, but to their own
people as well. It was shown that their biggest problem, however, was the very large
Moslem population within Russia. It is suggested that you reread that issue because it
discussed the background to the very things that are happening in Eastern Europe today.''
"...it was shown that the Soviet Union will support the Moslem people in their Islamic
Jihad to regain the control of Palestine and Jerusalem. To make such a seemingly outlandish
thing work, Russia must neutralize the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). If there
were no NATO troops in Europe, Russia could support the Jihad with no viable opposition.''
"So the logical thing to do is to lull everyone to sleep with this ploy of turning to the
West for economic help. The Berlin wall comes down. The Eastern European countries are
given their freedom to one degree or another. Major efforts are being made to reunify West
and East Germany.''

"Germany is the key to their efforts. Germany, whether the Zionist-dominated West
wants to believe it or not, is once again in the driver's seat in Europe. The U.S. State
Department knows it. There is considerable talk on whether the "power brokers'' of 1945
should allow the reunification of the two Germanys. Some are once again trying to instill
fears of what would happen if Germany was reunited.''
"Rafsanjani, the leader of Iran, was invited by Gorbachev to visit the town of Baku,
Azerbajan. Rafsanjani was asked to speak to a small group of influential Islamic Moslems.
Rafsanjani took the opportunity to state that, `Mr. Gorbachev is a great leader not only of
the Soviet Union but of the World.' Rafsanjani then went on to explain to the group of
Islamics that 1.) Gorbachev is now deeply sympathetic to the principles of Islam. 2.)
Gorbachev could now guarantee that Germany would not only be neutral in the event of a
Jihad against Israel but that Germany would not allow personnel or weapons to leave their
country for use in any opposition to a Russo-Islamic strategic move in the Middle East. 3.)
The public opinion in England is now strongly anti Israel and that the United States would
not assist Israel without England. 4.) Syria, Libya, Ethiopia, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, the
Gulf States, Yemen and all Islamic African communities guarantee support for the RussoIranian Jerusalem cause. China and Pakistan will not interfere. South Africa will refuse raw
materials to the Western Powers in exchange for the destruction of the African National
Congress (ANC).''
"Rafsanjani requested the Islamic leaders in all of the Soviet Islamic Republics to spread
this information among all Islamics and to make it a part of the prophetic talk of the
meeting places.''
"The Russian Pamyat (Memory) movement is sweeping Russia and it is approved by the
official Orthodox Church. Mr. Gorbachev admitted to a journalist when he was in France on
July 6, 1989 that both he and Mrs. Gorbachev were baptized into the Orthodox Church. The
Pamyat Society, along with the Orthodox Church, are sweeping Russia with a massive antiJewish propaganda program. Zionists are accused of stirring up trouble in the Ukraine and
the Baltic States. There is also a massive anti- Masonic program now in effect and the links
between Zionism and Masonry are openly discussed.''
"Dmitri Vasilyev, the leader of the Pamyat Society stated the following in an officially
approved interview with the French magazine Actuel: `It's the Zionists who have persuaded
the Ukrainians to believe that they are not Russians. It is they who persuaded the
Lithuanians to believe that they are not Slavs. The goal of each citizen is to fight till the
death for the glory of his Empire. The Zionists have divided us all...In reality, the Germans
are our brothers. We are children of one family, and this family extends into Europe. You
French, you too, are part of this family. It is the Zionists who have divided us.' '' End of
quotes from the January-February 1990 issue of the Intelligence Newsletter.
The new alliance is now being formed consisting of Russia, Germany, Japan and
surprisingly (?) the Vatican. It is to be both a military and economic coalition which will
control the European continent, from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Of course, the Moslem
nations will be aligned with them.
What do we see in common with the group (for the moment not counting the Vatican)?
They are vehemently anti-Zionist. Russia, as the excerpts from the earlier issue showed,
has awakened to the circumstances of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution as well as the earlier
aborted 1907 attempt. The majority of the Russian people have a very long standing
relationship with Christianity (albeit they have become accustomed to the athiestic way of
life). Obviously they flirted with Communism because it was thrust upon them by the Zionist

1917 Revolution. It will be hard and painful for them to come out. It can be said that
judgment is being applied to them now in the form of their near famine condition.
What about Japan? Within the past decade they, too, have realized that their people
and their economy were being manipulated by the very same forces. As a result, a massive
anti- Zionist campaign is being waged in Japan. Their book publishers are apparently not as
controlled as they are here in our country because numerous books have been written
exposing the problem and are best sellers. One prolific writer is a Christian minister named
Pastor Uno. His books are on the best-seller list in Japan.
How does Germany fit into this? We must remember, Germany, not Russia, is the
key. Germany is the economic powerhouse of Europe. This is partly because of their natural
work ethic (once equally enjoyed by the United States). Further, there has been a natural
animosity of long standing between Germans and the Jews. There are several reasons for
this. First, it was the Teutonic, Allemanish people that provided the battleaxe for the forging
of the Christian nations of Europe. As the early Universal Church turned into the so-called
Holy Roman Empire, it was Germany that took the brunt of the heresies that intentionally
penetrated it. Thus, it was the German, Martin Luther who tried to reform it. Second, that
animosity comes as a natural response to the argument as to who represents Judah. Third,
the German people are sick and tired of being forced to teach their children to be ashamed
of being German because of the so-called Holocaust. They are fed up with paying
restitution.
Quoting the German American Information and Education Association (G.I.E.A.)
Newsletter for October 1990. "On January 1, 1987, payments (to Israel-ed.) made for
indemnification purposes totalled approximately $50,000,000,000 (Billion). According to
conservative estimates, West Germany will pay approximately $15,000,000,000 (Billion) in
the 12 years to come and reach an amount of nearly $65,000,000,000 (Billion) until the
year 2000.'' End of quotes from the G.I.E.A. Newsletter, P.O. Box 10888, Burke, VA 22015.
The German people are reading articles from the French publication National Hebdo such
as the following published May 31, 1990: "Which script change in the Auschwitz death toll
do you believe? First 8 million were killed at Auschwitz according to the French War Crimes
Research Office. Then it was five million according to France's leading newspaper Le Monde
in its April 20, 1978 issue; then four million (the figure on the actual plaque at Auschwitz);
three million by the `confessions' of Rudolf Hoess, commandant at Auschwitz; 1.6 million
according to Israeli historian Yehuda Bauer, of the Institute of Contemporary Jewry; 1.25
million (Dr. Raul Hilberg in his book The Destruction of European Jewry); 850,000 by the
reckoning of `Holocaust' historian Gerald Reitlinger in The Final Solution. How many really
died? The actual archival records from Auschwitz, German records captured by the Soviets,
list a total of 75,000 dead.'' End of quotes from the French publication National Hebdo.
That leaves us, as the remaining partner in the new aliance, with the Vatican.
Remember, situations and conditions are hardly ever exactly as we are led to believe. The
current analysis of the Vatican is that of appeasement with Communism, Socialism,
Ecumenticalism, etc. With what is now taking place in Europe, perhaps we should reconsider
some points.
The Catholic Church has traditionally favored the direct issuance of money by the
respective country's government. Such money is issued without debt and by the
government and not private banks. The "Green Backs'' of President Lincoln and the money
that President Kennedy tried to circulate are examples of this.

If you will recall, the Catholic Fathers Couglin and Fahey were well known proponents of
this as was Gerald L.K. Smith. Pastor Sheldon Emry also taught this system. In fact, most
all of the Christian Patriot movement of today proposes this concept.
Of course, the international bankers including the Federal Reserve System, are violently
opposed to such an idea. They want money to be obtained through debt and they use wars
and depressions to keep the system going.
The Zionist-controlled West is attempting to reduce the influence of the Vatican in
European affairs by obtaining an alliance with Russia. Margaret Thatcher has always
privately favored a Nationalistic, Vatican-dominated conservative Europe. As a result,
England was not that much in favor of the War- mongering of the Iraqi conflict.
Consequently, she had to be dumped! Mr. John Major took over as prime minister. He is
now making the statements that the Zionist West directs.
The Russian Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze has been making historical
concessions to the West. He has helped the West in making American money circulation in
Russia possible. He has arranged for American multi-national companies to move into
Russia. He has arranged for the mass exodus of Russian Jews into Israel and the United
States. He has obtained the ostensible cooperation of Russia in the Iraqi crisis in order to
improve Russia's export of oil. This places all of Europe and Japan in an untenable situation
with respect to energy which is exactly where the international bankers want them.
Shevardnadze recognizes the merging alliance with Germany, Japan and the Vatican. He
sees the nationalism that is rising in Russia and he views this as a move toward
dictatorship. So he resigned! Secretary of State James Baker revealed that the West has
been concerned about some of these incidents for some time. The resignation of Eduard
Shevardnadze is a very important point to be considered.
The Anglophile, Zionist West also recognizes that the Vatican has a rising star in the
political scene and that is Pat Buchanan. He is already being suggested as a conservative
candidate for president in the United States.
Yes, it is recognized that the Vatican will play a part in the realignment of Europe.
History shows that the Popes of the early middle ages used the military might of Germany
to form the Popish Roman Empire after the reign of Charlemagne. It appears that the
Vatican of today may have the same idea again.
Another incident that indicates that the Vatican is a part of the new alliance is the recent
visit to the Vatican by Gorbechev. Also, the Pope is planning a visit to Russia. This is most
significant. We must continue to monitor these current affairs.
But remember, God is sovereign and He rules. Not one sparrow falls without His
knowledge and whatever happens it will come as either a blessing to us or a curse.
"I am the Lord, and there is none else, there is no God beside me: I girded thee, though
thou hast not known me: That they may know from the rising of the sun, and from the
west, that there is none beside me. I am the Lord, and there is none else. I form the light,
and create darkness: I make peace, and create evil: I the Lord do all these things.'' (Isa
45:5-7)

Lesson In History Part 11
Because of the current Mideast crisis with Iraq we are forced to rearrange the sequence
of the lessons in history. It was shown in the first article in this issue that the Iraqi crisis

could very easily escalate into what will be called World War III. Further, without
prophesying, that conflagration could become known as the conflict between Christ and the
"antichrists.'' Remember, the term is plural and not singular. "Little children, it is the last
time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come, even now are there many antichrists;
whereby we know that it is the last time.'' (1 John 2:18)
Most of you have undoubtedly recognized that there has been a natural sequence to the
series of lessons in history. This sequence has been leading up to a climax of events that
most certainly will one day culminate in the great battle that will determine the system of
government here on earth. That battle will be between Christ and the antichrists.
But because of the threat of an extraordinarily catastrophic world-wide war now being
viewed on the horizon, there is a need to rearrange the sequence slightly. We will add the
other parts of the sequence in the next issues. For those who have kept the past issues of
the Intelligence Newsletter it is suggested that you review the history lessons so that you
will fully understand the impact of this lesson. However, we will as briefly as possible review
some of the more pertinent events in history for those who do not have all of the lessons.
In the first lesson in January-February 1989, we showed that secular politics and the
Christian way of life are irrevocably intertwined. Each succeeding lesson would be devoted
to the secular and Christian history of our people to show the giant conspiracy that has
been brought forward to modern times.
We took a brief look at ancient Babylon to show its religion, morals, politics and
economics. The key was the development of the international banker. It was shown that
modern Mystery Babylon as discussed by John in Revelation started in earnest in England at
the time of Thomas and Oliver Cromwell and that the Protestant Reformation was used as
the vehicle to make it acceptable to Christianity. The Bank of England started at this time.
We then showed that it was again in England that a series of events of profound
importance to Christian doctrine and thinking took place. The idea of the singular antichrist
was made popular in Christian circles both in England and in particular here in the United
States by Dr. Samuel Maitland and John Darby of England. Then, the teaching of the
Rapture became prominent in Christian circles again primarily because of the effort of these
two men. John Darby then taught the concept of Dispensationalist Premillennialism. From
the March-April 1989 issue we quote, "This theory promotes the idea that the Jewish people
must return to their homeland before the second advent of Christ can occur. Darby then
married the dispensationalist theory with the singular antichrist and rapture theories by
stating that there would be the judging of all nations as well as the Jews during a great and
terrible tribulation for three and one-half years. During this time, according to him, there
would be 144,000 Jews who would be converted to Christianity and then, after the
tribulation, those Christians who were `raptured' before the tribulation took place would
return to earth and then Jesus and the 144,000 Jews would rule all of the nations for the
millenium.''
From there, the marriage of this new-founded Christian doctrine and the secular politics
of the United States and England took place. Numerous very influential men pushed this
idea into the politics of the United States and England. Laurence Oliphant acted as their
secret agent in the Mideast to fit it all together. The Balfour Declaration came as a result.
The impact of this in Christianity was tremendous. It can be said that it was during this
time that the term "Judeo- Christianity'' was born. Political Zionism became a reality during
this time. Theodore Hertzl is the man historians credit as founding Zionism but, in reality, it
was these over-zealous Christians who actually made the idea work.

It can be said that these over-zealous Christians were forcing God to have the second
coming of Jesus by creating the circumstances that would bring on the battle of
Armegeddon and Gog and Magog. Or could there be another force involved? Maybe those
over-zealous Christians down through the years have been deceived and manipulated for a
purpose. We shall see.
From the history of the teachings of Darby and others, we went on to show what the
Christians of the early days thought and what they did. It was Augustine in his works titled
The City of God who taught that the Christian Kingdom of God was here and now and that it
was confirmed with the advent of Titus destroying Jerusalem in A.D. 70. This concept of
history is known as Amillennial Rule as compared to Premillennial Rule. Until the time of
Darby and the others, it was taught in most Christian churches that much of the Revelation
of John had already been completed.
The system of Amillennialism teaches that the Church, as the Body of Christ, is actually
equated with the whole history of Christianity on earth. Thus, it was taught that the first 19
chapters of the Revelation of John were divided into six sections of approximately three
chapters each. The system is called "Progressive Parallelism'' and each of the sections
represents Christian history over the past nearly 2000 years. As the history is repeated in
each section, there is a little more added. This is called eschatological progression.
Chapter 20:1-6 describes what takes place during the entire history of the church,
beginning with the first coming of Christ and showing in verse six that the Christian
Kingdom will reign with Him a thousand years. Of course, since the book of Revelation is
written in considerable symbology, the thousand years cannot be taken litteraly but it
certainly can be an approximation.
Then, in verses seven and eight it clearly shows that the adversary (John says this is
plural) is released and causes Gog and Magog (Russia) to gather together for battle and to
compass the camp of the saints. The remainder of the chapter shows the triumph of Jesus,
the judgment and the Book of Life.
It is in chapter 21 that the new Godly government is given to the earth from heaven.
The Kingdom of God is both a present reality and a future hope. The whole of history is the
workings of God's eternal purpose. The Kingdom vision, present and future, is a Christian
philosophy of culture, arts and sciences and government. In everything we do in building
the Kingdom, we must ask ourselves if we are pleasing God as we study, teach, do
business, and work.
For a more complete understanding of the Amillennial position, it is suggested you
obtain the book More Than Conquerors by William Hendriksen, Baker Book House, 1939 1
and The Meaning of the Millennium-Four Views edited by Robert G. Clouse, InterVarsity
Press. 2
It cannot be emphasized enough that the Amillennial concept was taught for the
greatest period of time during the Christian Kingdom. All of the nations of the Christian
West were converted from paganism and heathenism during the period of Amillennial
teaching.
In the Christian world of today there is without question a tremendous conflict raging.
That conflict has left a large share, if not the majority, of Christians bewildered. This
bewilderment, even disgust, has caused many good Christian people to leave their
churches. Recent statistics show that most mainline Protestant Churches have lost a
considerable portion of their membership.

By reading the editorials and articles found in most Christian newspapers, it is easy to
realize that the mainline churches are losing members because of the Political Zionism issue
and the attendant Communism issue. Also, they are losing membership because of the total
refusal of the churches to become involved in the political affairs of their countries (the
issue is throughout the Christian West, not just the United States). If we take a good look
at those two issues, Political Zionism and Communism and the failure to become involved in
government, we should be able to see the conflict that is raging in Christianity is between
Premillennialism and Amillennialism. In other words, are we Christians waiting for 144,000
Jews to be converted to Christ and then lead the rest of us into a future kingdom or are
Christians required to be the Body of Christ and rule with Him in His dominion?
Is there documentation to show that Darby and his followers were possibly deceived? Is
there documentation to tell us what is planned by the leaders of Political Zionism? Yes, we
do have such a document.
Found in the private collection of the Abraham I. Schechter Collection of Hebraica and
Judaica which is located within the University of Texas Library is a 118 page book simply
titled The Jewish Utopia. It was written by Professor Michael Higger. The book was
published by the Lord Baltimore Press, Baltimore Md. in 1932. The book was presented to
Dr. Schechter by the Kallah of Texas Rabbis in 1939. Another copy of the book could be
found in the Library of Congress, Washington D.C.3 It is quite probable that the book is no
longer available in the Library of Congress.
We can give thanks to the finding of the book and the subsequent exposition to Mr.
Robert H. Williams. Based on the writings of Professor Higger, Mr. Williams profusely
extracted from the book and wrote an excellent analysis in his own work titled The Ultimate
World Order. His book was published by Christian Educational Association, Union, N.J. in
1957.4 Before we reveal the plan of The Jewish Utopia as explained by Professor Higger, we
should show the credentials of Mr. Robert Williams as found in the Biography section of The
Ultimate World Order.
"Mr. Robert H. Williams is a native of West Texas, the son of a Baptist minister, is a
lecturer, news analyst and authority on ubversive movements. He is a contributor to
Encyclopedia Britannica's `Ten Eventful Years', author of several booklets on Communism,
Zionism and Americanism, and is publisher of the monthly newsletter Williams Intelligence
Summary.''
"In 1942, the author...head of the Intelligence staff section...organized, trained and
directed one of the largest Counter Intelligence Investigative staffs in the (then) Army Air
Force.'' Mr. Williams was a trained Counter Intelligence Officer in the Air Force.'' Such
credentials indicate to me that he should know how to analyze a document such as
Professor Higger's.
The first five short paragraphs of Mr. Williams book set the stage for what is to come.
The five paragraphs are worth quoting in their entirety.
"If the Communists think they are going to conquer all the nations and set up a world
government under a dictator of their own choosing they may be in for a surprise. For their
parent, the sect which originally launched the Communist movement as an offshoot to
accomplish a specific and temporary purpose, has plans for an ultimate world order of its
own; and this sect, commonly called Zionist, now vastly overshadows the much cruder
Communist machine in skill, finance, organization and influence.''
"The Communist plan for rubbing out all national, religious, cultural and racial lines and
submerging the world in formless, characterless chaos for easy domination is grandiose

enough. To say that there is still another, more grandiose plan beyond that for which the
Communist machine was set up is indeed to challenge the credulity of most of us, especially
of us Anglo- Saxons who are too busy with our humdrum routines to pull the propaganda
curtain aside and see the giant hiding there.''
"Not many years after I began studying the Communist movement, trying to understand
it, I noticed a hint that Communism was not to be the ultimate world order. Heinrich Heine,
German-Jewish poet and Communist youth leader of the 1830's and 1840's, friend and corevolutionary of Karl Marx, spoke of Communism as temporary.'' (He then quotes the Heine
prophesy written in the 1840s.)
"Communism, though little discussed now and loitering in hidden garrets on miserable
straw pallets, is the dark hero destined for a great, if temporary, role in the modern
tragedy...It would be war, the ghastliest war of destruction...The second act is the European
and the World Revolution, the great duel between the destitute and the aristocracy of
wealth; and in that there will be no mention of either nationality or religion; there will be
only one fatherland, the globe, and only one faith, that in happiness on earth...How could
the drama end?''
"I do not know; but I think that eventually the great sea serpent (Britain) will have its
head crushed and the skin of the Northern Bear (Russia) will be pulled over its ears. There
may be only one flock and one shepherd-one free shepherd with an iron staff, and a shornalike, bleating-alike human herd!...The Gods are veiling their faces in pity on the children of
man, their long-time charges, and perhaps over their own fate. The future smells of Russian
leather, blood, godlessness and many whippings. I should advise our grandchildren to be
born with very thick skins on their backs.''
Heine saw that Communism was only to be temporary. He saw World Wars I and II
(they were really only one war) and then the World Revolution. He saw Britain as the sea
serpent with its head crushed and Russia with its hide pulled over its ears. He showed one
shepherd (free) with an iron staff. He saw everybody else to be shorn-alike and bleatingalike.
One could say that the shepherd with the iron staff is Jesus but that
couldn't be because Jesus would not have us shorn-alike and bleatingalike. No, he had another shepherd in mind. Further, this is not the
prophesy of one man. He was but revealing what he knew to be a
conspiracy. Further, this was written at the time of the emergence of
the Rothschild dynasty who ordered Adam Weishaupt to prepare the
Illuminatti document. In the July-August 1990 history lesson, we
showed the conflict between the two giant international banking cartels
and it was out of that Rothschild dynasty that Political Zionism came
into being.
Mr. Williams then very studiously analyses the book section by
Adam
section. Rather than attempting to influence you by including his
analysis, we will show only Professor Higgers writings. The writing,
Weishaupt
however, is in a natural sequence and you should be able to see the
master plan of Political Zionism. When Professor Higger speaks of Israel, he is speaking of
the Jews of the world. He refers alternately to the Torah, the prophets and the Talmud.
Where necessary, we will add an explanation between Higger's paragraphs.
"For my main problem is to reconstruct an ideal social life on earth as pictured by the
rabbis of old...An ideal society among the family of nations, as visualized by the prophets,

although not realized as yet, will ultimately be achieved. Nations will come, nations will go.
Dogmatic Christianity has come, dogmatic Christianity will be gone. `Isms' have created
nations, `isms' will destroy nations. Capitalism has brought happiness and woes to
mankind; Communism may bring its paradise and hells to mankind. Doctrines have shaped
the destinies of peoples, doctrines may bring destruction to peoples. But the millennium will
come only when the nations of the earth direct their efforts toward the visions of the
prophets, and make function the teachings of Amos, Isaiah and Micah.''
"A Jewish Utopia begins where H.G. Wells leaves off. It starts with the world as the basis
of the new social life. From that viewpoint, the rabbis picture first a scheme of
transvaluation, of spiritual, intellectual, and material values, and a complete spiritual
transformation. Having laid this foundation of the new, ideal order, the Jewish idealists
proceed with the rest of their plan, and complete the super-structure of their Utopia. In that
part of the structure there are, to be sure, a few common elements in the rabbinic and
other Utopias as the ideals of common interest and mutual helpfulness; cooperation
supplanting competition in the new social order; the toil of industry being reduced to a
minimum, and thus permitting a higher cultural and intellectual life.''
"Plato is chiefly concerned with what will hold the ideal city together. The rabbis, on the
other hand, are mainly interested in that ideology which would hold the whole world, or the
Universal State, together. To understand the rabbinic conception of an ideal world it will
help us if we imagine a hand passing from land to land, from country to country, from the
Indian Ocean to the North Pole, marking `righteous' or `wicked' on the forehead of each
one of the sixteen hundred million inhabitants of our earthly globe. We should then be on
the right road toward solving the major problems that burden so heavily the shoulders of
suffering humanity. For mankind should be divided into two, and only two, distinct and
unmistakable groups, namely, righteous and wicked. To the righteous would belong all that
which God's wonderful world is offering; to the wicked would belong nothing. In the future
the words of Isaiah, in the language of the rabbis, will be fulfilled: Behold, My servants shall
eat, but ye shall be hungry; behold, My servants shall drink, but ye shall be thirsty; behold,
My servants shall rejoice, but ye shall be ashamed. This is the force of the prophecy of
Malachi, when he said: Then shall ye again discern between the righteous and the wicked,
between him that serveth God and him that serveth Him not.''
Then Professor Higger reads from the Talmud, "The Law Moses gave unto us as an
heritage; it is an heritage for us, not for them (Sanhedrin 59a.). Ye are called men, but the
goyim (gentiles) are not men, but beasts (Baba Mezia fol. 114 b.).''
Then Higger reads the Zionists interpretation of passages from the book of
Deuteronomy, "And we took all his cities... And we utterly destroyed them, as we did unto
Sihon, king of Heshbon, utterly destroying the men, women and children of every city (Deu
3:4-6). And it shall come to pass...that the Lord thy God will set thee high above all the
nations of the earth (Deu 26:19). The Lord shall establish thee a holy people...(Deu 28:9).''
"At the outset it should be pointed out that the terms redemption and salvation have a
radically different connotation from that which they have in Christian theology...Jewish
redemption stands for the physical liberation and freedom of Israel. For the people of Israel
will attain the height of their spiritual functions and potentialities only through their
attainment of material freedom and liberty.''
"All the treasures and natural resources of the world will eventually come in possession
of the righteous. This would be in keeping with the prophecy of Isaiah: `And her gain and
her hire shall be holiness to the Lord; it shall not be treasured nor laid up; for her gain shall
be for them that dwell before the Lord, to eat their fill and for stately clothing.' Similarily,

the treasures of gold, silver, precious stones, pearls, and valuable vessels that have been
lost in the seas and oceans in the course of centuries will be raise up and turned over to the
righteous.''
"Gold will be of secondary importance in the new social and economic order...The city of
Jerusalem will possess most of the gold and precious stones of the world...The depreciation
of the importance of gold and its like, does not necessarily imply the introduction of the
system of common ownership of property. The secondary importance given to gold in the
new social order will be due to two main reasons. First, the equal distribution of private
property and other necessities of life will automatically depreciate the importance of gold
and other luxuries...The second reason is that the people will be trained and educated to
differentiate between real, spiritual values and material values.''
"For to the righteous and upright will belong all the wealth, treasures, industrial gains,
and all the other resources of the world; to the unrighteous will belong nothing.''
(Professor Higger indicates throughout his writing that this process of transforming the
world into a Zionist universal Utopia is to be a long-term process.)
"The nations would first unite for the purpose of calling upon the name of the Lord, to
serve Him... Our work in behalf of international safeguards for human rights has progressed
steadily ever since we were instrumental in having the Human Rights provisions
incorporated in the United Nations Charter at San Francisco in 1945. In 1950, after years of
intensive activity, we were able to see the first great step in the ratification of the United
Nations Covenant against Genocide by the requisite number of member states. To date,
however, we must report that failure of the United States to associate itself with that
ratification, although we have every hope that the Unites States will ratify. We should like
here to briefly describe our activities in connection with the campaign to put across the
Genocide Convention because in so doing we would be offering an excellent illustration of
the way our specialized staff departments, our lay people and our chapters pool their skills
and dovetail their efforts whenever the agency sets itself a goal on national or international
levels...''
"In general, the peoples of the world will be divided into two main groups, the Israelitic
and the non-Israelitic. The former will be righteous; they will live in accordance with the
wishes of one, universal God; they will be thirsty for knowledge, and willing, even to the
point of martyrdom, to spread ethical truths to the world. All the other peoples, on the
other hand, will be known for their detestable practices, idolatry and similar acts of
wickedness. They will be destroyed and will disappear from earth before the ushering in of
the ideal era. All the unrighteous nations will be called to judgment, before they are
punished and doomed. The severe sentence of their doom will be pronounced upon them
openly after they have been given a fair trial, when it will have become evident that their
existence would hinder the advent of the ideal era.''
"Thus, at the coming of the Messiah, when all righteous nations will pay homage to the
ideal righteous leader, and offer gifts to him...For the really wicked nations, like the wicked
individuals, must disappear from earth before an ideal human society of righteous nations
can be established.''
"Hence, Israel and the other righteous nations will combat the combined forces of the
wicked, unrighteous nations under the leadership of Gog and Magog. Assembled for an
attack upon the righteous nations in Palestine near Jerusalem, the unrighteous will suffer a
crushing defeat and Zion will thenceforth remain the center of the Kingdom of God. The
defeat of the unrighteous will mark the annihilation of the power of the wicked who oppose
the Kingdom of God and establishment of the new ideal era.''

"This struggle will not be merely the struggle of Israel against her national enemies but
the climax of the struggle between the two general opposing camps of the righteous and
unrighteous. A saying in the name of Rab states that the descendant of the house of David
will appear as the head of the ideal era only after the whole world will have suffered, for a
continuous period of nine months, from a wicked, corrupt government, like the historical,
traditionally wicked Edom.''
Those quotes from Professor Higger's book titled The Jewish Utopia should suffice to
show that the Political Zionists have the concept of Premillennialism also! There is much
more to the book including genetic engineering to produce a super race but it is not needed
for the current discussion.
The most striking similarity between Darby's Dispensationalist Premillennialism and the
Zionist's Universal Utopia is the extended period of time that both groups have zealously,
and even at times illegally, worked toward their goal. Darby's followers have manipulated
governments all over the world and have coerced individuals within the various
governments to further their goal of having the battle of Armegeddon come about in such a
way as to have the Jews be the central part in leading Christians into the Kingdom. The
Temple Mount Foundation is one example. The coercion of President Wilson to get Louis
Brandeis as a Supreme Court Justice is another. Laurance Oliphant planted disinformation
all over the world for the cause. The Earl of Shaftsbury was the master of minipulation of
governments.
Likewise, the Zionists have penetrated government affairs throughout the Christian
nations to further the goal of their Utopia. Higger stated, "...our specialized staff
departments, our lay people and our chapters pool their skills and dovetail their efforts
whenever the agency sets itself a goal on national or international levels.'' As the ex-Mossad
officer Victor Ostrovsky stated in By Way of Deception, these "lay people'' are termed
sayanim or secret volunteers. Professor Lemkin of Yale University originated the Genocide
Pact. Note that the United States now has passed it. It was the work of their "staff
departments, lay people and chapters'' that accomplished it. One should also note that the
Genocide Pact will not apply to the destruction of all the "unrighteous'' of their utopia. It is
explicit in Higger's book that the destruction would be accomplished by "the army of the
righteous.''
That army is now working and has been for some time. The biggest weapon developed
so far is aptly described by Robert Williams in his book The Ultimate World Order, "The
Jewish machine has men in the most powerful positions; protected by the cowardice of
leaders who fear to be called `anti-Semitic.' We are paralyzed by that atom-powered little
scare word; we are children afraid of the dark.'' When the servile nation combines that little
term with the Genocide treaty along with the Martial Law concept of H.R. 4879, the door is
open for "the army of the righteous'' to finish the destruction of the "unrighteous.''
Notice also that the destruction takes place (a tribulation) before the Messiah appears.
Darby and his followers say that the Messiah is to be Jesus but Higger discloses that theirs
is a "man''. One could ponder if Benjamin Creme and his Lord Maitreya is but a feeler laid
out to determine if it would be acceptable. The fact that the large advertisements and news
articles permitted in the totally controlled newspapers is suspicious.
Both Darby and Higger show the great battle to be in Palestine. Both have worked
extraordinarily hard to arrange for a battle there but is it the big one? All of the ICBM,s of
Gog and Magog (Russia) are pointed in other directions!
In conclusion, this is a very serious matter. But the answer and the direction we must go
is simple. We must remain confident that God is sovereign and He will permit no man to set

up His battles for Him. When our loving God decides it is time for the great battle, neither
Darby's group nor Higger and his crowd will decide its outcome.
In the meantime, we have a great works to do. In the Revelation of John, chapter 20:12
we read, "And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were
opened: and another book was opened, which is the book of life: and the dead were judged
out of those things which were written in the books, according to their works.'' It says,
"According to their works.'' We must raise our head to God, seek His face, and repent for
our sins past and present and for allowing the destruction of this once Christian nation. We
must cry unto Him for deliverance. Ask Him, what you, as an individual and you in your
groups, can do. Ask Him until you get an answer. Then, do it. "For as the body without the
spirit is dead, so faith without works is dead also.'' (Jas 2:26)
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